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Ah, modern times.  So grand, right?   
Advanced conveniences including, but not 
limited to:  technologies that are revised 
before you even get your hands on the 
*newest*, cars that drive themselves, the 
ability to connect with someone around the 
world in a split second... are abundant 
*perks* of our modern times. 

However, even with so many incredible 
components to our current ways of living, 
there are more illnesses circulating within our  
Western culture than ever  before.  Why? 
How? We have access to all the remedies 
needed to help alleviate causes and 
symptoms but it still roars high in massive 
waves through populations.   

Yes, the *S* word. S-T-R-E-S-S. 

Before, we go bashing stress, remember that 
some stress is healthy and necessary!  Simply 
stated, stress can keep us in check by 
providing mental, physical, and emotional 
opportunities to strengthen.  The resistance it 
provides stimulates us just enough with the 
right dosages and skillsets. 

By Rebekka Mars

Leading to: this skill book.  With these simple 
reminders, and the option to use the mini 
printouts at the end to plaster around places 
that will remind you of a healthy procedure 
whenever you’re feeling overwhelmed with 
stress, the mission here is to bring you to a 
full on sense of THRIVING instead of just 
SURVIVING {with excessive stress and 
potential unhealthy string-along habits}. 

The definition of stress is tension or pressure 
exerted on an object; a state of mental or 
emotional strain or tension resulting from 
demanding circumstances {Oxford Dictionaries}. 

Stress Status 
Pause and ask yourself, what’s my current 
level of stress on a scale of 0 - 10, 10 being 
raging with steam out your ears or tears 
down your face, and 0 being chilling on the 
beach with a colada in hand? 

Now, where would you like to be?  And recall, 
healthy stress is ok and needed! What would 
that look like for you?     
  
*                                     *                                 * 
When you can accept stress as a healthy part 
of living, that will start the shift.  Instead of 
blowing your top every time {stress} builds, 
having a way to steadily manage stressors 
and see their patterns will be a much more 
effective and long term solution. 

Are you ready to change your life to 
guarantee continual thriving??  Let’s go ...

*NOT JUST SURVIVING



When life gets stressy, a method to keep it 
from getting messy 

Earlier, you connected with your current stress 
status.  And we’ll continue to neutralize the 
word.  Say it with me, Stress is not bad.  
Stress is my friend to make me witty, healthier, 
and ____ .  

With most every part of life, there are waves 
and cycles of waves.   

Soak in that concept 

Ebbs and flows 

Of moments, of water, of wind and seasons, 
also of emotions, breaths, .... and stressors. 

Think of an 
i m a g e o f 
y o u r 
f a v o r i t e 
w a v e , i t 
d o e s n ’ t 
necessarily 
need to be 
ocean. 

There’s a glimpse of the initiation. As you 
attune your body’s feelers , boosting your 
ability to feel and sense all sorts of things, 
your ability to sense stress coming will also 
improve. 

How do you do that? 

First, take care of your body.  Your body is 
your BEST feeler tool.  A balanced blend of 
exercise, sleep, and nourishing food and 
water typically does the trick.  As your body is 
boosted, so is your overall energy and 
intuition.  These parts of you are responsible 
for sensing stress at its first signs. 

** Yoga is especially good at this because of 
the emphasis on breath, body, and tuning in, 
not just plowing through. 

Power of pause 

Next, catch the opportunity you have, 
sometimes a millisecond, to pause.  In this 
pause you can eliminate a quick leap into 
messy stressy-land and instead give yourself a 
moment to rationally decide the best next 
step. 

Breathe... longer, deeper breaths will literally 
bring you off the ledge and bring your nervous 
system to a more balanced state {versus 
haywire... you know what I’m talking about}. 

Try it out now.  Inhale so that you feel 
your belly move out and away from your 
spine. 
Exhale, engaging the muscles around 
your navel.  Make your next breath a 
second longer {... one Mississippi... } on 
the inhale AND on the exhale.  Repeat.   

Extra yummy: closing your eyes.   

Extra extra yummy: utilizing a calming 
essential oil {more on that later}.

Summary: 
•Refinement of feelers 

•Body care: Move. Eat. Sleep. Well. 

•Pause 

•Breathe 

Check in with how these ideas so far are 
landing for you.  Making sense?  Care to 
contemplate a little longer?  Take out a piece 
of paper and jot those listed points down 
and write a short statement with your 
personalized replies. 



The surfer in you 

Now that you know your current stress status 
and ways to enhance your ability to FEEL the 
initiation of a wave of stress, let’s cover some 
other ways you may experience stress and 
how to deal. 

If you, for whatever reason, miss the first hints 
of stress waves coming AND you’re unable to 
prepare your body and breath, then you’re in 
the riptide. But like stress itself, riptides don’t 
have to have a negative connotation.   

Believe it or not, even within the currents of 
heightened stress, you STILL have micro 
moments to pause and breathe. 

You may also STILL have the opportunity to 
get physical: walk away, walk around, roll out 
your shoulders, shake it out, relax your jaw, 
stand up tall... 
 
AND it may also get to the point of surfing --  
riding it out.   

Continuing to rinse and repeat: 
taking breaks and breathing  

AND feeling back into what’s showing up 
that’s creating stress, 

moving through,  

because the only way OUT is IN at that 
point.

By literally diving in, you get the CHOICE of 
how to respond or react to your situation. 

Choose wisely with what you let affect you, 
especially in a sweaty palm, tight throat, 
headache sorta way. 

More Hacks? 

Here’s the fun part.  MEDITATION can be 
looked at in two ways, in my opinion:  very 
classical, traditional OR more woven with our 
modern times. 

MODERN MEDITATION 
My teacher, Lorin Roche, was the person who 
changed the way I viewed, and practiced, 
meditation.  He’s studied meditation for most 
of his 60 something years.  He’s a true surfer, 
of ocean and of life, and his books, stories, 
and outlook have helped make meditation 
accessible for ‘householders’ like you and me. 

You’re a householder.  Unless you’re a nun or 
a monk in a monastery. Or an Indian shaman. 
No? Not you this lifetime? Then you are a 
householder, living in our modern times with 
the aforementioned conveniences.  Centuries 
ago, at the earliest signs of meditation, life 
was different.



As Lorin claims with the more traditional 
approaches and environments, it’s *easier* 
because when you live in caves and have no 
other belongings or distractions, sitting with 
your legs crossed and eyes closed, quietly, is 
not *that* hard.  But to do that in our modern 
days, full of action and distraction, it’s 
definitely more challenging!  Cut yourself 
some slack if you feel like *you’re not doing it 
right* or *can’t sit still* or *can’t empty your 
brain*... it’s OK! 
 
AND aren’t you happy knowing that you have 
a functioning, healthy brain {versus the 
alternative}? 

Delight in the senses 
One of the most direct, but also personal 
ways to meditate, is to notice your senses in 
the moment: what do you see ? Smell ? 
Taste ? Hear ? Touch ? Feel ? 

A step further 
Choose your favorite thing to see/smell/
taste/hear/feel ... picture it and see/smell/
taste/hear/feel it ...  as if it were right there 
with you. 
      voila ... that’s meditation.

Moving as meditation 
Whoever told you that you had to be still and 
quiet to meditate was not wrong, but, I’m here 
to let you know that it’s OK if you feel 
*meditative* when you’re active.  Now, I want 
to also say that there’s a fine line of actually 
receiving the mental clarity perks of movement 
and using it as a reason to never stop moving. 

Exercising and moving the body in any way 
can help bring balance/ease/connection/
energy/release... most anything that you’d be 
meditating for to obtain. 

What’s your favorite way to move your body?

Values 
As you find your various methods of 
meditation, classical or modern, deepening 
your connection to your values, I find, is 
useful.  You may use these things as an 
integral guide of your meditation.  I honor 
diving into memories, feelings, thoughts ... of 
the places, people, notions that you VALUE, 
that make your heart SING. 

What are your top values, the things that at 
the quickest thought you can FEEL a 
softening of any existing tension in your mind 
and body? 

Using a soul connection, like your values, will 
help you maintain and let you feel at a cellular 
level, your new meditation practice. 

Basically like finding your “why” for anything 
new you’re looking to add to your life, stay 
open to exploring new values and whys as 
they emerge.  Keep your soul in the game, 
always. 

Yoga 
  
S T R E T C H it out : physically, mentally, and 
emotionally.  Like mentioned earlier, yoga is a 
fantastic and fairly accessible way to 
experience meditation.  The postures of the 
practice combined with breath can keep you 
more present, and at the end of a yoga 
session, or “practice”, minutes spent on your 
back, eyes closed, simply existing in savasana 
is very healing.



Smelly stuff  
Another way to Eat, Play, Love is to focus on 
the smelly stuff.  Partially by smelling that 
same yummy, favorite food and drink 
mentioned to the left {any other coffee 
lovers out there? Gimme the smell, taste, 
sight... all of it and my stress melts away}. 

But also with essential oils.  They are 
everywhere these days: the chain retails, the 
multi level marketing, and mentioned in 
every publication, woowoo and not.  It’s 
really incredible to see another wave of 
holistic living making it mainstream. 

Oils can help in SO many ways {a whole 
other eBook for sure}.  For the meditation 
conversation, I would highly recommend 
trying out aromatherapy.   

My favorites are varying depending on 
mood but lavender, eucalyptus, and lemon 
are easy to find and will usually do the job 
to relax or energize me.  My other favorites 
happen to be Doterra Balance and Peace 
blends {I am not affiliated in any way}. 

Just dabbing them on a towel and having it 
nearby to smell. Or if you know it’s high 
quality and can be used on skin, dabbing 
some right under your nose or on your wrist. 
Diffusers are also very easy to find and add 
to your home, specific rooms, even car.   

Within seconds of inhaling, the oils benefits 
will enter your cells and bring on many 
forms of healing and releasing.

Eat, Play, Love
Yes, eat the good stuff, play the fun stuff, and 
love, love, love! 

Earlier, the senses were brought up so I’d like 
to take this concept one step further before 
we close, literally the icing on the cake here... 

Eating for pleasure! Yes! Not gorge your face 
off eating, but eating and drinking the fine 
foods that you LOVE and making sure that 
you are soaking in each second with each 
morsel.  Have you ever closed your eyes, or 
watched a connoisseur close his or her eyes 
when tasting the delights? Simply stated, by 
eliminating one sense, the others heighten.

Try it out: Treat yourself to your favorite 
glass of smoothie, wine, or favorite food 
{ r e m e m b e r t h e g o l d e n r u l e o f 
moderation}.  Savor the parts of the food 
or drink that you connect with and can 
*feel* the love and present moment 
{does everything else wash away in that 
moment? It might...} Take another sip or 
n i b b l e w i t h y o u r e y e s c l o s e d . . . 
Mmmmm...



 

In conclusion 
We have just touched the tip of the iceberg! But, my hope is that you’ve gained a new 
perspective on what meditation *is* and how you can use or *practice* it to bring you 
whatever feelings you may desire in any given moment. 

Remember: 
• Stress is your friend, we need a healthy dose 
• Refine your feelers by taking care of you body and basic physical health 
• The power of pausing 
• Breathing deeeeep and slowwww 

YOU have so many opportunities to choose to ride the stress train or never step foot.   
As a surfer, find your flow. 

As a householder living in modern times, hacks are nearly necessary with the style and 
environment of our days.  With meditation hacks, calm/peace/energy/anything else your 
soul, mind, or body is desiring, can be obtained. 

Experimenting with ways to move your body, staying connected to your values, eat/play/
loving can bring a physiological connection to your meditation that can sometimes become 
very heady. 
Delighting in the senses, including finding food, drink, and smells, maybe essential oils, to 
add to your practice can also do wonders for a more accessible and expressive meditation.

The following page is a special hack of hacks: printable and cut-able sheets that you 
can tuck in your pocket, purse, car, a spouse’s bag, coworkers mailbox... to remember 
the basic method to chill out when things get stressy.  Please use wisely and often!  It 
starts with each of us, setting peaceful, calm, loving ... examples to be that change we 
wish to see in the world. 

If you need anything else, please reach out at hello@rebekkamars.com or find me on 
my site www.rebekkamars.com  ❤ 
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